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Introduction

Recent Work and Astrophysical Implications
Recent laboratory studies [1, 2, 3] and pertinent astrophysical simulations [4, 5, 6] have shown the viability of poloidal (i.e. axial) magnetic fields to directly result in the collimation of wide-angle outflows and the formation of jets in astrophysical accreting systems [7, 8] , such as young stellar objects (YSO). In particular, this mechanism has been shown to generate large aspect ratio (length:diameter >1:10) jets and through the formation of a long-standing and relatively stationary conical shock is suggested to be at the origin of long-time x-ray emission observed from such objects (e.g. HH 154) [9, 10, 11] .
The dynamics of the laboratory-produced jets was shown to be scalable to YSOs jets [1, 2] as both systems are to a first approximation well described by magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) [12, 13] . The laboratory evidence for the poloidal collimation of jets thus offers an explanation of the observed long range collimation of young stellar jets [14] . We note that this mechanism is complementary to magneto-centrifugally launched disk winds [15] (i.e. self-collimation) which explain the launching of wide-angle outflows and their collimation into jets, as well as the removal of angular momentum from accretion disks; a mechanism that has been studied both via simulations [16] and experiments [17, 18, 19] . Shown below in Eq. (1) is the radial Lorentz force exerted on an ideal MHD plasma in cylindrical coordinates. The force associated with selfcollimation in magneto-cetrifugal models is due to the toroidal magnetic field B φ . On the other hand, the poloidal collimation mechanism that is explored in this paper is due to the presence of an initially axial magnetic field B z .
The process of poloidal magnetic collimation of a laserablated plasma is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Without a strong poloidal B-field, the plasma is heated to high temperature and expands into vacuum in all directions, creating a quasi-hemispherical expansion (Fig. 1a) . When a strong B-field is applied, as shown in Fig. 1b , the plasma is restricted from expanding radially by the field and expands only until reaching an equilibrium between the total plasma kinetic pressure and magnetic pressure. This causes a conical shock to form and the plasma is subsequently redirected onto the radial axis. As the plasma converges on axis a conical jet is formed and the plasma is collimated into a high Mach-number, high aspect-ratio jet.
The focus of this paper is to robustly characterize these laboratory-generated jets produced by laser-matter interaction and collimated via external axial magnetic fields that we have recently investigated [1, 2] , as well as to highlight their stability over long temporal duration and under a variety of plasma conditions. Of particular interest is the conclusion that the plasma is only marginally magnetized at distances far away from the target. This indicates that the high aspect ratio of the jet is due mainly to the collimation at the base and then to the high Mach-number Lagrangian ballistic expansion of the flow at large distances. In other words, at large distances from the target, the presence of the magnetic field is unimportant to the collimation of the flow. To make this point clear, we characterize this collimation mechanism as a poloidal magnetic nozzle (PMN) in order to highlight that the collimation mechanism is active near the base of the jet. We note here that the B-fields are called poloidal due to the toroidal symmetry of a jet ejected from an accreting system. In the experimental setup, cylindrical symmetry is apparent and the fields are referred to as axial. Since the system size is very large in the poloidal astrophysical case, these two descriptions are equivalent near the base of the jet.
In Section 2, we explain the experimental configuration of the laser, the Helmholtz coil that drives an external magnetic field, and the suite of experimental diagnostics for observing the electron density (2D-space, time), optical self-emission (1D-space, time) and electron temperature (1D-space). In Section 3 we characterize the plasma based on measurements in different regions and we estimate related plasma parameters in order to give a context to the plasma confinement and jet formation. Note that the char- acterization of the dynamics of laser-produced plasma expansion into vacuum has been an active subject of research for over 50 years. Thus, this (unmagnetized) expansion will not be the focus of the present paper, rather we will focus on how such a plasma is shaped into a narrow jet through its interaction with the poloidal B-field. In Section 4, we describe the formation and evolution of the jet over 23 mm in space and over 70 ns in time when the B-field is applied. We detail the formation of a cavity near the target caused by the generation of an oblique shock along the plasma expansion front, which leads to a strong conical shock and the subsequent formation of a long-aspect-ratio jet. In Section 5, we examine the fidelity of the jets to a variety of experimental parameters: we vary the kinetic energy of the expansion by changing the laser energy incident on the target, we vary the atomic composition of the jet by varying the target material and we vary the magnetic field orientation by tilting the target by 45
• . We observe that varying the laser energy and target material leads to quantitative differences in the jet formation, but shows similar overall behavior in that the plasma is confined radially and a jet is formed. When the magnetic field is tilted by 45
• , the plasma is still confined radially, but the formation of a long-range, narrow jet is not observed.
Historical Context
Investigating the possibility of influencing and guiding the hydrodynamics of high-temperature laser-produced plasmas has been the subject of many investigations, including some very early studies [20, 21] . Most experiments investigated plasma dynamics across B-field, revealing a fraction of the plasma to be confined while another part can move across the B-field via an E×B drift allowed by the development of polarization E-field in the plasma [21, 22, 23, 24] .
The growth of flute-like instabilities affecting the plasma dynamics at intermediate levels of magnetization was also demonstrated [25, 26] . We should note however that all these studies were conducted in a regime where only the electrons in the plasma were magnetized, the ions being not or weakly magnetized.
Strong plasma magnetization of laser-produced plasmas has become possible only recently with the development of adequate systems, e.g. at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics [27, 28, 29] (Rochester, NY, USA) and at the Institute of Laser Engineering [30] (Osaka, Japan). However, the B-fields they develop have short spatial (mm) and temporal (10-100 ns) scales. The platform [31, 32] developed in collaboration between the LNCMI and LULI laboratories (France) lifts these limitations by allowing magnetization of laser produced plasmas up to 40 T over much larger (>cm) and longer (>µs) scales. Such homogeneous and stationary field generation is a key factor in allowing the present observations as it ensures that a homogeneous magnetic field exists over several cm. This field is obtained through the use of large-scale pulsed coils, similarly as what had been done earlier at the Institute of Plasma Physics and Laser Microfusion [33] (Warsaw, Poland) and at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory [34] (Livermore, CA, USA), but here we use larger scales and higherstrength B-field so to induce stronger plasma magnetization. Importantly, with such a system, plasma magnetization can be arbitrarily varied in magnitude or direction. Another significant advantage of this system is that it is not explosive and hence debris-free.
With this system, we recently showed that by strongly magnetizing a laser-ablated plasma along its expansion axis, we could produce for the first time long, stable, narrow and dense plasma jets without any supporting media [2] . This allowed us to test the validity of a proposed theoretical shaping mechanism of astrophysical narrow jets. The 20 T B-field could significantly influence the plasma dynamics since the plasma is strongly dominated by the applied B-field at distances greater than ∼ 1 mm from the target. This is possible since the, order 100 T, selfgenerated B-fields (e.g. Biermann battery, ∇n e × ∇T e ) do not influence the plasma anymore as they are confined to high strength [35, 36] at < 0.5 mm from the target surface, i.e. over very short scales compared to the typical plasma expansion scale. In Ref. [36] it is clear that the Nerst effect confines the strong self-generated B-fields against the target so that the expanding plasma plume has only low-strength B-fields (i.e. <1 T) that should be negligible compared to the applied (20 T) B-field.
We note that many other plasma configurations have been used in the laboratory to investigate jet formation and dynamics [37] : spheromak-like jets [38, 39] , pulsed power pinches [17, 18, 19] and (un-magnetized) laser-plasmas [40, 41, 42, 43, 44] . • full-angle beam (f/2.1) for a laser beam at normal incidence. The "diagnostic bore" (up-down axis) is of constant 11 mm diameter. b) Photograph of the Helmholtz coil in the chamber looking into the "laser-bore". Motorized stages are not shown. c) Magnetic field profiles along the coil central axes. The target is recessed along the longitudinal (laser bore) axis which is parallel to the field lines. Dotted and dashed lines show the extent of the coil bore and the maximum distance over which the target was recessed.
Experimental Setup
Laser and Target Parameters
The experiment was performed at the ELFIE laser facility [45] at the Laboratoire pour l'Utilisation des Lasers Intenses (LULI) in France. A schematic of the target and laser setup within the coil is shown in Figure 2 . This system employs a Ti:Sa (λ =1057 nm) amplification chain that normally stretches, amplifies and then recompresses via the chirped pulse amplification [46] technique to subpicosecond duration. However, in our experiment we use the beam prior to recompression resulting in a frequency chirped 40 J, 0.6 ns pulse-length beam. The laser was focused through a 2.2 m focal length lens (f/21) and a random phase plate [47] to achieve a 0.7 mm diameter focal spot on target. At the maximum energy of 40 J this achieved an on-target intensity of 2×10 13 W/cm 2 . The laser was incident at 10
• on the front surface of a thick, 2 mm diameter CF 2 (Teflon) disc mounted on a glass stalk connected to an encoded motorized stage. The target surface was aligned perpendicular to the magnetic field with a ±5
• uncertainty. Fig. 2a shows a schematic of the pulsed-power driven Helmholtz coil developed at the Laboratoire National des Champs Magnétiques Intenses (LNCMI) [48] in Toulouse. This device allows for a peak field strength of 40 T, though in practice it was used at 20 T to increase the lifetime of the coils. This design is similar to the one described in Refs. [31, 2] with the largest difference being increased bore sizes for diagnostic and laser access. The coil and windings are described in Ref. [49] The windings and, thus the current flow, is kept in air to avoid breakdown in the fiber-glass structure. Fig. 2b shows a photograph of the coil in the target chamber. The coil was supported from the top by vacuum tubes and a bellows that allowed the tilt to be adjusted to align the magnetic field with the chamber.
Helmholtz Coil and Pulsed Power Driver
The coils were driven by a 16 kV, 250 µF, 32 kJ pulsed power unit [31] developed by the Dresden High Magnetic Field Lab (HLD) at Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf (HZDR). The rise time of the coil was 190 µs, meaning that the magnetic field is constant over the experiment timescale (< 0.1 µs). As shown in Fig. 2c , the coil was designed to have a large volume of constant magnetic field. In order to probe the jet at distances longer than the size of the bore of the coil, the target was recessed to a precise position inside the coil using the motorized target stages. The magnetic pressure of 20 T is 160 MPa and the magnetic energy in the center bore (r = 5.5 mm, V = 4 3 πr 3 ) is 56 J. This is enough to fully contain the 40 J laser pulse considering that not all of the laser energy is absorbed and that some of the absorbed energy is lost to non-adiabatic channels (e.g. radiation, ionization).
Interferometry
Interferometry is accomplished via the Mach-Zehnder technique with a frequency doubled probe laser with a pulse length of 5 ps and ∼100 mJ of energy. Figure 3 shows the probe beam trajectory after it has been compressed, frequency doubled and delayed with respect to the nanosecond irradiation beam. To increase the amount of data taken per shot, the probe beam was split in two via a polarizing prism. A delay of 11 ns was added to one of the beams and it was then re-injected back into the original beam path so that both beams were exactly co-aligned. At the end of the beam path, the beams were again separated using a polarizing prism so that each beam was displayed independently on a CCD camera. A halfwave plate was used to divide the beam evenly between the two polarizations. The beams were imaged through a 1.2 m lens onto an Andor CCD cameras (13x13 µm pixels, 1024x1024 pixel chip size). This setup had a magnification of 1.2x, a 10.8 µm resolution and a field of view ∼11 mm to capture the entire coil window. The interference fringes were fit with a wavelet model and unwrapped using Neutrino [50] . An Abel inversion [51] was applied to the (background-subtracted) phase to determine the electron density.
Streaked Optical Imager (SOI)
A streaked optical imager (SOI) was used to create a time-resolved 1D image of the plasma self-emission along the jet propagation axis and was centered on the middle of the laser spot. As shown in Fig. 3 , this diagnostic used the same optical pathway as the probe beam and thus imaged the plasma from the same angle as the interferometry. After the 1.2 m lens of the interferometry system, the SOI pathway was split using a non-polarizing beamsplitter and then re-imaged through a 300 mm focal length lens on to a Hamamatsu C7700 streak camera with an S20 photocathode (sensitive to 200-850 nm wavelengths). Narrowbandwidth (notch) optical filtering was used to block the light from the probe and driver beams. The spatial variation in the cathode efficiency was taken into account using a flat-field calibration [52] .
X-ray Focusing Spectrometer with Spatial Resolution (FSSR)
A focusing spectrometer with spatial resolution (FSSR) was used to record the temporally-integrated x-ray emission spectra of the plasma. The diagnostic was set up to resolve x-ray energies in the range of 750-950 eV in the first order of mica crystal reflection and 1500-1900 eV in the second order. The diagnostic was aligned along nearly the same line-of-sight as the interferometer with a slight angle in the upwards(∼ 5
• ) and lateral (∼ 2 • ) directions (i.e. small enough to neglect skewing). The relative intensities of He-like spectral lines (e.g. He β , He γ , He δ ) radiated by transitions in the Fluorine ions were analyzed. The ratios between multiple pairs of lines is used to constrain both the electron density n e and temperature T e . Since this diagnostic is not temporally resolved the values are intrinsically weighted towards times of highest emissivity, which is a function of both temperature and density. A detailed methodology of this analysis technique is presented in Ref. [53, 54] .
Summary of Plasma and Magnetization Parameters
To provide a context of these magnetized jets, we will now consider the conditions of the plasma at various regions of interest using the experimentally evaluated temperatures, densities and inferred flow velocities of the plasma. These conditions are presented in Table 1 . The experimental data from which we take these values will be presented in detail in Section 4. We now define the different regions that we will evaluate and then we will derive the plasma parameters presented in Table 1 . For each region we define a time t and distance of interest z; this allows us to estimate the flow velocity u d = z/t following a Lagrangian ballistic expansion model where all of the acceleration occurs at the time of the laser irradiation at t = 0, a model based on previous simulations [1] of the flow velocity in the same configuration.
Region 1: Initial Expansion
Region 1 considers the very initial expansion of the plasma near the target. In the first frame of the interferometry images shown in Fig. 4a /5a we see that the fastest portion of the plasma that can be detected by our diagnostic has expanded to ∼ 6 mm and has an electron density of n e = 1 × 10 17 cm −3 at a time of 6 ns. From this we conclude that this portion of the plasma is traveling at u d = 1000 km/s. There may be faster portions of the plasma that are not observable to our diagnostic, but these will of lower density and should not play a major role in the shaping of the jet. Since we expect that the plasma will reach the hottest temperatures at this initial expansion time, we use the hottest temperature measured with the FSSR, T e = 80 eV (shown in Fig. 10 ) for this region. We note that as the FSSR is time-integrated so this temperature may be an underestimate.
Region 2: Cavity
Region 2 defines the cavity region described in Fig. 1b that can be observed in Fig. 5b . The cavity will be examined at two distinct periods in time and space. We first define Region 2a, as the period when the cavity is expanding, here we take the location as 2 mm and the time as 16 ns, giving u d = 120 km/s. The Region 2b we define as the period when the cavity is contracting/contracted, where the location is 1 mm and the time is 23 ns, which gives u d = 45 km/s for the plasma that flows there are this stage. The FSSR shows T e ≃ 20 eV and T e ≃ 35 eV and the interferometry yields n e ≃ 3 × 10 18 cm −3 and n e ≃ 5 × 10 18 cm −3 for Region 2a and 2b, respectively.
Region 3: Propagating Jet
Region 3 represents the collimated jet that propagates with very high aspect ratio over long distances (see Fig. 1b , Fig. 5e ). We know that the jet, at is observable density of 10 18 cm −3 , has reached at least a distance of 22 mm from the target 60 ns from the laser ablation from which we infer a bulk velocity of 330 km/s. In this region we are limited by the observed range of our diagnostic of 22 mm, however we expect that the range of the jet is much longer, with a higher Mach number and larger aspect ratio than we capture experimentally. In this region we determine T e = 10 eV and n e =1 × 10 18 cm −3 from the FSSR (this is an upper estimate and extrapolation from the data) and interferometer, respectively.
Thermodynamic Quantities
To determine the average charge stateZ of the plasma, we used tabular data from FLYCHK [55] . We find that these values shift less than 10% for density variations of even 10x around a density of 10 18 cm −3 . We assume a quasi-neutral plasma (n e =Z i n i ), where the average charge stateZ i = 2 3Z F + 1 3Z C is the stoichiometric average of the two species. The mass density is found in the same manner,
To get an idea of the relevant velocities in our system we look at the sound and thermal speeds of the plasma. We assume that T i = T e , an adiabatic index γ = 5/3, with stoichiometric percentages S α , masses m α and charge states Z α of the individual ions α. This gives an effective sound speed C s = (γT e S α Z α m
1/2 of the species α. We define the ion quantities as the stoichiometric average of the two species (i.e.
where B is the magnetic field and µ 0 is the vacuum permeability. The Mach number M and the Alfvénic Mach number M A are defined as the ratio of the bulk velocity to the sound and Alfvén speeds, respectively.
Particle Motion
We calculate the gyroradius r Lα = v T α /ω cα of the species α, where ω cα = Z α q e B/m α is the gyrofrequency. For a 20 T B-field, ω −1 ce = 3 × 10 −4 ns/rad and ω −1 ci = 1.4 ns/rad. Note that these frequencies should be roughly similar for all of the different regions considering that the gyrofrequency is only dependent on the strength of the magnetic field and, in the case of ions, the charge state. For these calculations we assume a constant value of 20 T for the field and charge states ofZ C = 4 andZ F = 7 are used and stoichiometrically averaged. H e 140 0.8 0.9 1 Table 1 : Measured and estimated plasma conditions with plasma expansion gradient length scale L = 1 mm and magnetic field B = 20 T for 3 cases: 1) the initial plasma expansion, 2a) the expanding cavity region, 2b) the collapsed cavity and 3) the jet far from the cavity. The derivation of the plasma parameters is explained in the text.
To understand the plasma collisionality, we calculate the electron (τ ei ), ion (τ ii ), and electron-ion equilibration (τ eq ) inverse collision rates using values from Braginskii [56] . Here and in further calculations in this Article, we take the Coulomb logarithm log Λ as 10. The mean free paths λ α = v T α τ α are calculated using the thermal speeds v T α and the inverse collision rates τ α .
From the short electron-ion equilibration times as shown in Table 1 we find that for most of the plasma conditions the plasma is collisional enough to justify an equilibration between ion and electron temperatures. The exception to this is that during the initial expansion of the plasma, there will be a hot (80 eV), low density region (10 17 cm −3 ), where this equilibration time may be long.
Dimension-less Scaling Parameters
To characterize the plasma in terms of the importance of advection with respect to thermal, magnetic and viscous diffusion we follow the treatments of Ryutov et al. in Refs. [13, 12] .
The advective term χ ad = Lv is given by the gradient length scale L and the characteristic velocity v. This characteristic velocity is taken as the greater of the bulk velocity u d and the sound speed C s . In our calculations we define L = 1 mm, as this is generally the distance over which gradients are observed in the plasma density (see Fig. 5 ).
Heat diffusion is characterized by Braginskii [56] as χ he = κ e /ρC v , where κ e is the thermal conduction coefficient. We use the (unmagnetized) formulation from Ryutov et al. [13] :
The magnetic diffusion is defined as χ m = ηµ
0 , where the electrical resistivity is η = m e /n e q 2 e τ ei . The viscosity is given by χ ν . These are characterized in Ryutov et al. [12, 13] as:
To quantify these numbers in the context of the experiment, we use the gradient length scale L to determine a relative timescale τ = L 2 /χ (e.g. τ ad = L 2 /χ ad ) above which these effect will be important.
In order to define the relative importance of the diffusive terms to advection and to understand how this experiment would scale to astrophysical phenomena, we calculate the non-dimensional Peclet (P = χ ad /χ he ), magnetic Reynolds (R m = χ ad /χ m ) and Reynolds (R = χ ad /χ ν ) numbers. These terms reveal the relative importance of advection versus heat diffusion, magnetic diffusion and viscosity, respectively. When these numbers are large, advection dominates.
To understand the importance of the motion of individual particles, as opposed to bulk fluid motion, we define the localization parameter K = l * /L from Ref. [13] , which is defined as the ratio of the local length scale l * to the characteristic gradient length scale L. The local length scale is defined as the lesser of the mean free path and the gyroradius for each species. For our calculations we use the largest length scale between the ion and electron species. This can be thought of as a generalized Knudsen number; thus when K ≪ 1 kinetic and finite gyroradius effects can be neglected. In all of the cases considered here we find a small localization parameter, which means that the plasma is sufficiently collisional to be treated as a fluid.
To understand the role of magnetization versus collisional effects, we calculate the Hall parameter H α = ω cα τ α for the species α. This number is representative of the number of cyclotron orbits a particle performs before undergoing a collision. Thus for high Hall numbers, we consider the plasma to be strongly magnetized. We find that for these plasma conditions the ions are not substantially magnetized (H i ≪ 1). On the other hand, the electrons are considerably magnetized (H e ≫ 1) at high temperatures and have marginal magnetization (H e ∼ 1) at lower temperature (i.e. in the far jet region).
Finally, we define the plasma beta. This value relates the relative importance of the total kinetic pressure of the plasma to the magnetic pressure P m = B 2 /(2µ 0 ). We define the plasma beta in two ways, first the dynamic beta β dy = P dy /P m , which is the ratio of the ram pressure P dy = ρ i u 2 d to the magnetic pressure. Secondly, the thermal beta β th = P th /P m , which is the ratio of the thermal pressure P th ≃ n e T e to the magnetic pressure. Throughout the evolution of the jet, the balance between magnetic and kinetic pressure is dynamically changing. In the cavity region, the plasma is strongly magnetized, while the jet far from the target is dominated by the plasma pressure and is unmagnetized.
Radiative Cooling
The radiative cooling power was found using the code FLYCHK [55] for different ion densities n i in the range from 10 17 to 10 18 cm −3 . For each density the total (boundbound, bound-free and free-free) radiation power was found for both Carbon (P rC ) and Fluorine (P rF ) considering that their densities were 1 3 n i and 2 3 n i , respectively. The total radiation power density was then calculated as a summation of these two powers, P r = P rC + P rF at electron temperature range T e = 20 -100 eV giving the values of ∼ 5 × 10 −9 J/s/atom. We realize that a true multi-species treatment of the radiation would be the proper way to calculate this, however for an order-of-magnitude estimate we expect that this is sufficient. The radiative cooling rate is on the order of 10 eV/ns and the radiative cooling time is on the order of few ns as estimated in the same T e range.
The cooling rate of the plasma (∆T e /∆t = P r /C v ) was found using the radiative cooling power and the heat capacity C v of the plasma, as determined from Livermore equation-of-state (LEOS) tables. The radiative cooling time τ r = 0.1 × T e /(∆T e /∆t) was evaluated as the amount of time for the temperature to decrease by 10% at the given cooling rate. We note here that the optical skin depth of the plasma is quite long and thus we expect the plasma to be optically thin.
However, it is necessary to note that the estimations of the radiative cooling power were made considering a plasma in the local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE). For low-temperature (few tens of eV) recombining plasma the radiative bound-bound transitions should provide sufficient increase in radiative cooling rate and corresponding shortening of the radiative cooling time. So the values given above represent a definite underestimation. In fact, as shown in Table 1 , one may consider the radiative cooling to play an important role in the present experiments, because the plasma is recombining all along the range of the jet propagation away from the target surface.
Plasma Parameters Summary
At early times (Region 1), Table 1 suggests that the plasma will be highly magnetized (H e ≫ 1) and that the magnetic field is effectively frozen-in with the plasma flow (R m ≫ 1). The β dy is above unity, suggesting that at this point the radial component of the plasma pressure is able to push against the magnetic field and will strongly modify the topology of the field.
At later times, still close to the target (Region 2) β dy drops below unity, indicating an increased ability of the magnetic field to push back against the plasma flow. The lowered P suggests that heat diffusion in this region can be neglected due to the cooling down of the plasma. While still greater than unity, the decreasing value of R m suggests that magnetic diffusion may play some role in the dynamics.
Finally, at later times and distances far from the target, we find that the Mach-number is high (M ∼ 18, M A ∼ 1.7) and that the strong ram pressure maintains a high β dy . However, the role of the magnetic field here will be relatively small. The electrons are only marginally magnetized (H e ∼ 1). While R m is not particularly small, the magnetic diffusion time (τ m ∼ 5 ns) is low compared to the time of interest (60 ns). This indicates there has been plenty of time for the magnetic field to diffuse into the plasma.
Other than at very early times (< 16 ns) the ionelectron equilibration time (τ eq ) is less than 1 ns, which suggests that our assumption of equal ion and electron temperatures is valid. Also, at all times, we find that the radiation time (τ r =4-14 ns) is relatively short compared to the evolution of the plasma, which suggests that the plasma is cooling substantially as time progresses. This cooling of the plasma is important as it reduces the sound speed of the plasma and thus increases the Mach-number.
Characterization of a Large Aspect Ratio Jet
Electron Density Evolution without Magnetic Field
To characterize the ablation of plasma without an applied B-field, the 2×10 13 W/cm 2 (E L = 40 J) laser irradiated a CF 2 target without powering the Helmholtz coil (B = 0 T). Fig. 4 shows the electron density, as diagnosed via interferometry, for three different timings as expanding away from the initial target surface at z = 0. In all of the interferometry images, the electron density is found via Abel inversion, which is done separately for the top and the bottom images. As numerical errors from the Abel technique lead to a high uncertainty on-axis the central region ±5 pixels have been excluded from the image. Noise in the fringes leading to difficulty in the phase inversion is responsible for many of the sharp and small scale features in the images, especially at the transition between the plasma and the vacuum. One can compare the upper and lower portion of each image to get a better understanding of the features caused by this noise.
Notice that in Fig. 4 none of the images show any collimation of the plasma and it expands in a wide-angle flow with a half-angle of around 30
• . This wide flow is expected and has been observed much earlier [57] . The expansion of such a non-magnetized flow is generally characterized as a planar (i.e. 1D) expansion close to the target (z ∼ R spot ) and as a quasi-hemispherical (i.e. 3D) expansion at distances far from the target (z ≫ R spot ) [58, 59] , as we observe experimentally. We note that some previous work has referred to these flows as "jets" [60, 61] due to their modest directionality. However, these flows are do not have high-aspect ratios and thus the authors themselves have deemed such a term inappropriate [62] . As cited in the introduction, unmagnetized jet formation is possible using shaped targets [40, 43] or multi-material layers [41, 42, 44] to hydrodynamical shape the flow into a jet. However, none of these techniques were used in the present setup and thus we observe a widely diverging flow without the formation of a jet.
Electron Density Evolution with 20 T Magnetic Field
The dynamics of the plasma expansion change considerably with the addition of the external 20 T magnetic field. Figure 5 shows the electron density evolution, measured via interferometry, over many millimeters and many tens of nanoseconds in the case of the irradiation of a CF 2 target with a 2×10
13 W/cm 2 laser in an 20 T applied magnetic field. These images were taken over multiple shots with nominally identical setups. To capture different frames in time, the delay between the interferometer probe beam and the main laser pulse was varied from 6 to 70 ns. To capture long spatial scales in the plasma, the target was recessed within the coil; different images are shown separated by dotted lines in Fig. 5 . Comparing the cases with (Fig. 5) and without (Fig. 4) magnetic fields, it is very clear that the 20 T field drastically changes the plasma evolution, and that the field acts to confine and collimate the plasma into a narrow jet.
If we consider the front edge of the jet, we find a jet velocity u d ∼ 1000 km/s at early times by noticing that the plasma has progressed to 6 mm over a time of 6 ns. This is consistent with the non-magnetized case and shows that the velocity of at the head of the jet is not particularly faster in the presence of the magnetic field. However, due to strong collimation, the jet has a much higher density at distances further from the initial target surface. Considering the sound speed (70 km/s) calculated previously, we find that the jet is propagating at high Mach number (M = 14) at this leading edge of the jet.
We now describe the evolution of the jet (as sketched in Fig. 1b) based on direct experimental observations and from our understanding of the physics supported by simulations (similar to those in Refs. [1, 2] ). During the evolution of the jet there are three distinct spatial regions, which evolve in different ways and result from an interplay between kinetic plasma pressure and magnetic pressure. These are the cavity, the conical shock and the jet. We label these regions in Fig. 5b . Here the cavity region extends from around 1 to 4 mm from the initial target surface, the conical shock region is from 4 to 6 mm, and the collimated jet is from 6 mm and greater.
The cavity region is given its name due to the lower density on the inside compared to the high density region surrounding it, as is shown clearly in the early time frames of Fig. 6 . We see also that the density is higher on axis as compared to the case without B-field. The sharp radial density gradient in that case is formed as the ram pressure of the plasma pushes out against the magnetic field lines to create a shock [1] . This will transfer transverse ram pressure into thermal pressure (i.e. heating) of the ions. Figure 6 shows the evolution of the radial profile of the cavity at a distance of 2 mm from the target surface. At early times there is a strong increase in density at the edges that is representative of the shock from the plasma pushing against the magnetic pressure. This oblique shock at the edge of the cavity is then responsible for re-directing the flow of plasma along the shock so that it follows the contour of the cavity until it converges on the axis (see Fig. 1b ). This convergence of the flow on axis generates a conical shock [63] at the longitudinal tip of the cavity (z ∼ 4 mm at 16 ns), which then re-directs the flow again. Since the plane of the conical shock is along the z-axis, the flow is symmetrically refracted along the z-axis and a collimated jet is formed. This cavity can be thought of as a nozzle, a poloidal magnetic nozzle, where the oblique shock and conical shocks create the walls of the nozzle. However, one major difference between this type of collimation and a mechanical nozzle is that the main acceleration mechanism is the initial energy from the absorbed laser and not the constriction of the flow through the throat of the nozzle, a distinction due to the fact that the experiment is not in steady-state.
At later times we see the narrow, focused jet propagate over long distances (> 23 mm, > 10 : 1 aspect ratio) and times (> 70 ns, 100x the laser duration). From the plasma jet parameters at z = 22 mm and t = 60 ns, we infer a sound speed of C s = 20 km/s and thus a Mach number M = 18 in Table 1 . At this location the plasma is only marginally conductive (R m ∼ 1) and the magnetic diffusion time is around 5 ns. This suggests that strong magnetic field gradients cannot exist and that the magnetic field cannot be responsible for collimating the jet in this region. Additionally, the high β dy at this point indicates that the magnetic pressure would not be able to hold in the flow it were not already collimated. Thus the jet must be propagating hydrodynamically and we expect a divergence angle θ = tan
, which is consistent with observations. Additionally, considering that a peak bulk velocity of 1000 km/s was observed at early times, it is reasonable to expect a peak Mach-number of 50 at the leading edge of the jet, which would lead to θ ≃ 1
• (50:1). Future studies looking at distances much further along the jet would be useful to investigate the full aspect ratio at the tip of the jet.
We now look quantitatively at the longitudinal profile of the electron density near the center of the jet in the left side of Fig. 7 . Here the different shaded lines represent different shots taken as the target was recessed into the coil to capture a large spatial region. The overlap between the lines highlights the repeatability of the formation of the jet over different shots at the same nominal laser parameters. With an applied field, the profile shows a strong bump in the density a few millimeters from the base of the jet. This region is the conical shock that is caused by material that is re-directed from the edges of the cavity back into the center as explained earlier. At distances far from this shock we see an expansion that follows a scaling that is consistent with a 1D Lagrangian ballistic expansion with a constant ionization fraction. Due to the flatter falloff of the spatial dependence at distances far from the target surface we see that at 60 ns (Fig. 7d ) the jet maintains a relatively constant density (n e ≃ 10 18 cm −3 ) for over a long distance (5-20 mm) and could potentially be used as a constant density medium for experiments probing plasma parameters at these conditions. The right side of Fig. 7 shows the ram and nominal magnetic (i.e. 20 T) pressures. The ram pressure, P dy = ρ i u 2 d , is found assuming that the plasma expansion is ballistic (i.e. u d = z/t) and that the plasma has a constant average charge state ofZ = 6, as consistent with the plasma parameters estimated earlier in Table 1 . From these plots it seems clear that the ram pressure is the dominant force at the tip of the jet at all times.
To understand the interplay between the forces exerted by the plasma and those exerted by the magnetic field, we plot the longitudinal location of the tip of the cavity as a function of time in Fig. 8 . These values are calculated from the location of the peak density of the conical shock region and taking the width of this region as the uncertainty. Considering that the plasma must initially start at the target surface (i.e. z = 0 mm at t = 0 ns), this plot shows that the cavity expands at early times (≤ 16 ns), then quickly recesses (∼ 23 ns) and finally expands again at a slower pace (≥ 23 ns). The initial expansion and recession is consistent with the evolution of the ram pressure P dy compared with the nominal magnetic pressure P m . At early times (< 10 ns), P dy is large as it corresponds to the fastest leading edge of the plasma expansion. Thus at this time P dy exceeds P m and the plasma pushes out against the magnetic field to reach a peak of around 4.5 mm at 5-15 ns. As time goes on (> 10 ns), the velocity of the outflow near the cavity decreases and P dy falls below P m causing the cavity to be pushed back by the magnetic field to a position of around 2 mm at 20 ns. We note once again that while the initial force from the B-field will be in the radial direction (i.e. due to the longitudinal field lines), the field line topology will be significantly modified as the plasma evolves. This will create a radial component to the magnetic field and will result in a significant force in the longitudinal direction. Our simulations [1] suggest that this radial force will result in an effective pressure of 10-50% of the nominal (160 MPa) value. The final (> 20 ns) expansion of the cavity is quite slow and a best fit to the data corresponds to an expansion velocity of 12±10 km/s. The dynamics behind this late time evolution should be driven by both the plasma ram and thermal pressure considering that u d and C s are of the same order (i.e. from Table 1 , Region 2b). This dynamic is also complicated by the fact that R m is near unity suggesting that magnetic diffusion may be of some importance during this period (i.e. from 20 to 60 ns).
Optical Emission from the Jet
The optical emission originating from the central region (r < 100 µm) of the jet is shown in the case without (Fig. 9a) and with (Fig. 9b) an applied 20 T magnetic field. The emission is streaked so that the downward direction is the time from the main pulse irradiation and the horizontal axis is the longitudinal direction away from the target in space. A dashed line is plotted on top of the images that shows a velocity of 10 km/s, which seems to roughly correspond with the darkening of the image at distances near to the target surface. The reason for this darkening is likely due to the expansion of high density plasma that is optically thick and thus blocks emission coming from the center of the plasma. The emission in the case without a magnetic field decreases monotonically both in time and in space. By around 50 ns the emission has fallen below the noise level of the diagnostic, and in the longitudinal direction the emission has decreased to below the noise level at a distance of 2 mm.
On the other hand, with an applied magnetic field, the emission extends to both longer times (∼80 ns) and over larger distances (∼3 mm). Also, in contrast to the case without field, the emission does not decrease monotonically. In fact, the emission at distances greater than 1.5 mm starts to increase at around 25 ns. This can be attributed to heating from the conical shock as it relaxes backwards towards the target. This is consistent with both the timing and the position of the tip of the cavity shown in Fig. 8. 
Electron Temperature via FSSR X-ray Spectrometry
The time-integrated electron temperatures and densities from the FSSR are shown in note that Fig. 10b gives electron densities that are consistent with those observed via interferometry, thus giving us confidence in our diagnostics and analysis techniques. As in the interferometry data, the electron density decreases monotonically in the case without B-field, but shows an extended density profile up to 10 mm in the case with an applied 20 T field. The electron temperature in Fig. 10a peaks at 50-80 eV and then decreases with distance from the target. In the case without B-field, the temperature drops below the diagnostic resolution around 3 mm. On the other hand, with a 20 T B-field the electron temperature drops to ∼ 10 eV around 4 mm and then stays relatively constant for many millimeters. Another feature in the 20 T case is a small increase in temperature around 1.5-2 mm as compared to the 0 T case. This location is similar to the location of the cavity after its early collapse around 20 ns as seen from interferometry (see Fig. 8 ) and with the increased optical emission from the SOI; this is consistent with the idea that the conical shock at the tip of the cavity leads to increased heating [2] .
Fidelity of Jet Creation Across a Variety of Plasma Conditions
To explore the fidelity of plasma collimation across a variety of plasma conditions, we varied the laser energy incident on the target, the target material and the direction of the magnetic field with respect to the target. Each of these variations show quantitative differences in jet and cavity formation, however the qualitative behavior is similar across the variety of conditions, which highlights the repeatability of the phenomena.
Variable Laser Intensity
The laser intensity was adjusted by varying the laser energy from 3, 6 and 16 J corresponding to laser intensities of 1.3, 2.6 and 6.9 ×10 12 W/cm 2 , respectively. The electron densities of these plasmas due to the different irradiation conditions are shown in Figure 11a at 10 and 28 ns. At early times (10 ns) the differences between the various cases are clear as both the radial and lateral extents of the cavity increase as a function of the laser intensity. At the later time (28 ns), all of the plasmas have Figure 12 : Circles show the cavity radius (at 10% of the peak density) at 10 ns at z = 1 mm from the target for the various laser irradiation energies. Error bars are defined as the difference between the radius at 50% and 10% of peak density. The solid line is from eq. (7) with f =12%.
formed a high-density region close to the target with a collimated jet extending over a long distance. Thus while there are quantitative differences among the jets, the qualitative form remains the same.
To understand how increasing the kinetic energy of the plasma changes its expansion in the magnetic field, the radial extents of the cavity for the different cases are plotted as a function of laser energy in Fig. 11b . The values are taken at the location where the density reaches 10% of the peak density at a distance of z = 1 mm from the target at 10 ns.
We expect that the maximum radial extent of the cavity R c will vary as a function of the total plasma pressure P k = f E L /V , where f is the laser absorption, E L is the laser energy and V = 2 3 πR 3 c is the volume of a hemisphere, versus the magnetic pressure P m . Here the laser absorption f is simply the ratio of radially directed kinetic energy to laser energy and does not include other energy channels (e.g. radiation) and thus should not be used to understand the absolute laser absorption. Considering a hemispherical expansion this gives a relationship of and the solution for the radial extent R c :
The solid line in Fig. 12 represents eqn. (7) with a constant absorption fraction of 12% in agreement with our previous expectations [1] .
Target Composition
We varied the composition of the target to investigate the feasibility of collimation using a material with a higher atomic number. As higher atomic number materials tend to emit more radiation they have been shown to form cooler and less divergent plasma expansions [42] (though not as high aspect ratio as the jets presented here). Figure 13 shows the electron density from the irradiation of a Cu target at 60 ns from the main pulse irradiation of 2 × 10 13 W/cm 2 in a 20 T field. One might expect that the cooling of the plasma would decrease the amount of pressure in the plasma and thus decrease the size of the cavity at late times. However, this is not what we find experimentally. Instead at 1 mm away from the target the radius (at 10% of peak) for the Cu case is 1.7 mm, while for the CF 2 case (Fig. 5e ) it is only 1.4 mm at the same timing. This difference could be due to a different number of factors. The most simple explanation is that Cu more efficiently absorbs the laser light and thus has more kinetic energy despite the fact that it may be cooling more strongly. Another explanation could be that the Cu plasma is cooler than the CF 2 and that this leads a faster rate of magnetic diffusion, which thus creates less pressure pushing radially inwards against the plasma allowing it to expand further outward. Nonetheless, we observe that higher atomic number targets in a 20 T B-field still lead to collimation and jet formation that is sustained up to 60 ns.
Magnetic Field Alignment
We investigated the effectiveness of axial magnetic collimation with a magnetic field that was not aligned perpendicular to the target. This was achieved by rotating the target by an angle of 45
• with respect to the magnetic field as shown in Fig. 14a . In this diagram, and in the following interferometry images, we have tilted the image by 45
• so that the target is in the same position as in the previous images.
We look at the evolution of the electron density in this configuration in Fig. 14b ,c. We note that the Abel inversion method is not technically correct in this instance due to the lack of cylindrical symmetry. For this reason, we present the line-integrated electron density. At 19 ns (Fig. 14b ) the plasma is redirected towards the axis, which is somewhat similar to the case with co-aligned magnetic field (Fig. 5b) . However, in the 45
• case the plasma is compressed much closer to the target. Also, while we see a high-density region close to the target, it does not look as much like a "cavity" in that there is no low density region on axis and no high-density region at the edges. A difference that suggests that the formation of a strong oblique shock at the cavity edges is not as profound as in the cases where the field is un-tilted. Additionally, the asymmetry in the magnetic field has produced an up-down asymmetry in the electron density profile, where the plasma in the top half of the image is more confined on axis than in the bottom half (compare with the dashed line near the target). While an asymmetric profile is expected, the nature of the asymmetry is surprising. One might expect that the plasma would expand more along the magnetic field lines, as on the top half, and be more confined when expanding against the field lines, as on the bottom half. However, as we can see by comparing the diagram in Fig. 14a with Fig. 14b this is the opposite of what is observed experimentally. We can rule out the contribution of the laser ponderomotive pressure on the top side of the image, because the laser pulse duration is only 0.6 ns long and is thus long absent at 19 ns observed in the image. Further study is required to understand this asymmetric phenomena near the target. At distances further from the target (> 4 mm) at 19 ns the plasma has tilted upwards, so that this portion of the flow begins to follow the magnetic field lines.
The most dramatic feature of the 45
• tilted field is shown at 60 ns in the Fig. 14c frame. Here there is no observation of a collimated jet, which is completely different than all other cases when the field was un-tilted. This suggests that there is a critical alignment angle between the plasma flow and magnetic field that dictates whether collimation is possible. This finding is critically important in understanding the viability of jet formation in astrophysical cases, because it places a constraint upon the orientation of ejected winds with the magnetic field. This encourages continued study to understand at which angles it is possible to create a jet and how this compares with the alignment of jets to magnetic fields in astronomical observations.
As the collimation of the jet is directly related to the formation of the poloidal magnetic nozzle, we expect that the asymmetry of the field somehow disrupts the formation of the PMN. This is substantiated by the fact that the radial profile of the plasma near the target is considerably different in the 45
• case; it is asymmetric and there is not a strong density increase at the edges that would indicate the formation of a shock.
Summary
The evolution of a narrow laser-generated jet collimated via a poloidal (axial) magnetic field [1, 2] was investigated over long spatial and temporal scales, by observing the electron density, electron temperature and optical emission. These diagnostic were used to characterize the plasma parameters and used to identify relevant non-dimensional scaling parameters that will aid in placing these experiments in an astrophysical context and suggesting new experimental studies. We introduced the terminology of a poloidal magnetic nozzle (PMN) to clarify that, as observed experimentally, the collimation of the flow is due mostly to the formation and structure at its base, and that a magnetic field is not necessary to keep the jet collimated as it extends over long distances.
We have found that varying the laser intensity and target material makes quantitative differences in the plasma collimation and jet formation, but that the general dynamics are very similar. On the other hand, variation of the magnetic field orientation by 45
• inhibits the formation of the PMN and thus does not form a jet.
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